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architect; Founder and
principal in charge of Design,
barrett Studio architects
barrettstudios.com

Why he was selected:
barrett’s commitment to modern,
sustainable architecture, as well as
his understanding that architectural
excellence is found “beyond the sticks

“

Future architecture must
keep our humanness alive.
The rise of the livable city that
encourages walking, living in
community, and being more
responsible for our carbon
footprint reflects a movement
away from the suburban
model of disconnection.
I think young people get this.

”

and bricks” has made his name synonymous with forward-thinking residential design.

Awards & Accolades:
among many other awards, barrett has
received honors from aia colorado as
both Firm of the year and architect of
the year; he is also a visiting lecturer
at the University of colorado’s college
of architecture and planning.

Why architecture? What was it that drew you to the profession?

as a kid in Pittsburgh I found myself drawn to architecture, initially because I
liked to draw. I drew naturally in three-dimension and was lucky enough to have a
teacher in elementary school who recognized this. She recommended me for an
art program at Carnegie Mellon. It was a rare opportunity for a working class kid
in Pittsburgh. Two other opportunities that contributed to this long path: visiting
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater in Bear Run, Pennsylvania, and interning in
an architect’s office at 15 years old. I enjoy people, learning how others live, work,
play or pray. It is always a new adventure. It’s what has held my interest for the
past 50 years! I am blessed.
What is it about Colorado that inspires you?

Beyond our incredible natural environment, I love the sense of possibility that
Colorado offers. From my grad school days in Boulder in the 1970s to the present,
I have always sensed that the culture of the Mountain West is a work in progress. In
some ways Coloradans are more verbs than nouns, engaged in active lifestyles and
personal quests of “becoming.” This sets the tone for the architecture and the urban
place making that is inventing the future.
What are your predictions or expectations for the future of architecture?

With a sense of possibility comes a need for keeping our egos and our brilliance in
line with our expanding ability to create the latest and greatest. Future architecture
must keep our humanness alive. The rise of the livable city that encourages walking,
living in community, and being more responsible for our carbon footprint reflects a
movement away from the suburban model of disconnection. I think young people
get this. They want more out of life than just more and bigger. Quality is assuming a
renewed position of influence. My sense in all of this is that architecture can be part
of the solution rather than part of the problem.
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